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Abstract—An Elastic Optical Network (EON) provides a lot of
flexibility on the way an optical network supports the demands
of multiple services. This flexibility is given by the Routing,
Modulation and Spectrum Assignment (RMSA) algorithm whose
primary goal is to use the spectrum resources of the network in
an efficient way. Recently, large-scale failures are becoming a
concern and one source of such failures is malicious human
activities. In terrorist attacks, although node shutdowns are
harder to realize than link cuts, they are the most rewarding
in the attackers’ perspective since the shutdown of one node
also shuts down all its connected links. In order to obtain a
RMSA algorithm resilient to multiple node failures, we propose
the use of a path disaster availability metric which measures the
probability of each path not being affected by a multiple node
failure. We present computational results considering a mix of
unicast and anycast services in 3 well-known topologies. We assess
the trade-off between spectrum usage efficiency and resilience to
multiple node failures of our proposal against other previous
known algorithms. The results show that the RMSA decision is
always better when the disaster path availability metric is used.
Moreover, the best way to use the path disaster availability metric
in the RMSA decision depends on the traffic load of the EON.
Index Terms—Elastic Optical Networks, RMSA, Multiple Node
Failures, Disaster Resilience
I. INTRODUCTION
An Elastic Optical Network (EON) provides a lot of
flexibility on the way an optical network can support the
demands of multiple services. This flexibility is given by the
Routing, Modulation and Spectrum Assignment (RMSA) of
each demand and is used, in practice, to make the most out
of the available spectrum resources of the optical network.
The primary goal of the RMSA is to use the resources in
an efficient way, i.e., by keeping the spectrum resources usage
low so that future demands can be accommodated as much as
possible [1]–[5]. Then, other goals can also be considered as
transceiver costs or power consumption [6]–[8].
One of the most relevant goals is the network resilience to
failures. Network resilience is, broadly speaking, the ability of
the network to keep supporting the service demands in case of
network failures. Many works address this problem consider-
ing protection mechanisms to guarantee that all demands can
be maintained after any single link or node failure [9]–[11].
Recently, large-scale failures are becoming a concern to
network operators due to different causes, as natural disasters
[12] or human malicious activities [13], which might involve a
significant number of simultaneous failures. The guarantee that
all demands are maintained in a large-scale failure is infeasible
in practice as the required resources become too costly. In this
case, the aim is to improve the network preparedness to large-
scale failures by maximizing the amount of demand that can
still be maintained in face of such failures. In terrorist attacks,
although node shutdowns are harder to realize than link cuts,
they are the most rewarding in the attackers’ perspective since
the shutdown of one node also shuts down all its connected
links. So, in this work, we deal with the multiple node failures
as they are the most harmful case.
The topology design of optical networks resilient to multiple
node failures was recently addressed in [14]. In that work,
the resilience is evaluated by the impact of the simultaneous
failure of the critical nodes, i.e., the nodes with the highest
impact on the connectivity of the network. Here, we propose a
family of RMSA algorithms resilient to multiple node failures
assuming that an attacker “discovers” with some probability
a set of nodes to be attacked. The algorithms use a path
metric, which we name path disaster availability, in the
RMSA decision of each demand. This metric measures the
probability of the path not being affected by the attacked
nodes. Although the concept of path availability is commonly
used to characterize the availability of networking services to
unintended failures, as far as we are aware, it has never been
exploited in the context of multiple node failures.
We present a set of computational results considering a mix
of unicast and anycast services in 3 well-known topologies
and compare the proposed RMSA algorithms with the first-fit
algorithm, used in many works due to its simplicity, and with a
RMSA algorithm recently used in [15] and adapted from [2].
All algorithms are evaluated through simulation considering
a restoration mechanism where, when a multiple node failure
happens, the non-affected lightpaths remain unchanged and the
demands of the affected lightpaths are reassigned as much as
possible in the surviving network resources.
The different RMSA algorithms are compared in terms
of spectrum usage efficiency and resiliency to multiple node
failures. In the latter case, the resiliency is evaluated by 2
parameters: the average non-disrupted demand (the average
demand percentage that is not disrupted after a failure) and
the average surviving demand (the average demand percentage
that is supported after a failure). Both parameters are important
in practice. Higher surviving demands are important for non-
critical services as they are less penalized by short-term disrup-
tions. Higher non-disrupted demands are important for critical
services (requiring high availability) and because a lower
number of lightpaths required to be reassigned minimizes the
instability impact of the simultaneous reconfiguration of many
lightpaths.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
path disaster availability metric is presented, together with
its determination method. Section III describes the RMSA
methods considered in this work. The computational results
are presented and discussed in Section IV. Finally, Section V
draws the main conclusions of the work.
II. MODELING PATH DISASTER AVAILABILITY FOR
MULTIPLE NODE ATTACKS
Consider an EON topology defined by a graph G = (N,E),
with a set of |N | nodes and a set of |E| undirected links.
Consider the following attack model: an attacker “discovers”
with some probability a set of nodes and plans to attack them
(almost) simultaneously.
Since public information might exist related to the location
of each node (for example, the location of Data Centers is
usually publicly known and most likely a network node is
nearby), we assume that each node i ∈ N is associated with
a positive weight wi proportional to the probability of the
node being discovered by an attacker. We assume that there
is no correlation between discovered nodes as, if exists, it is
related to attacker’s organizational issues which require insight
information usually not available to the network operator.
Moreover, we assume that the number of attacked nodes s
is between a minimum number sm and a maximum number
sM . Finally, we assume that the effort to attack s nodes
is proportional to the number of nodes and, therefore, the
probability of s nodes being attacked, with sm ≤ s ≤ sM ,
is inversely proportional to the number of attacked nodes 1/s.
First, the path disaster availability ap of a given path p
defined by its set of nodes i ∈ p (including the source and
destination nodes) is:
ap =
∏
i∈p
(1− pi) (1)
i.e., the probability that path p is available in the surviving
network. In expression (1), pi is the probability of node i ∈ N
to be attacked when a multiple node attack is realized and,
by the adopted attack model, it is independent of the other
attacked nodes.
Then, the probability pi of node i ∈ N being attacked is:
pi =
1
σ
sM∑
s=sm
psi ×
1
s
(2)
where σ =
∑sM
s=sm
1
s and p
s
i is the probability of node i being
attacked on an attack to s nodes.
Finally, the probability psi of node i being attacked on
an attack to s nodes is the sum of the probabilities of all
sequences (without repetitions) of s out of n nodes that include
node i, given by:
psi =
wi
WN
+
∑
j∈N\{i}
wj
WN
× wi
WN\{j}
+
∑
j∈N\{i}
wj
WN
( ∑
k∈N\{i,j}
wk
WN\{j}
× wi
WN\{j,k}
)
+ ...
(3)
where WR denotes the sum of the weights of the nodes in set
R, with R ⊂ N , i.e., WR =
∑
i∈R wi.
The first term wiWN in expression (3) is the probability of all
sequences such that node i is the first node of the sequence.
The second term
∑
j∈N\{i}
wj
WN
× wiWN\{j} is the probability of all
sequences such that node i is the second node of the sequence,
i.e., all sequences composed by a node j ∈ N\{i} in the first
position and node i in the second position. The third term is
the generalization of the previous term for the sequences such
that node i is the third node of the sequence.
The probability psi given by expression (3) has s terms and
can be computed recursively as follows. For a given set N
of nodes and associated weights w = {wi, i ∈ N}, a given
number of attacked nodes s and a given node i, the probability
psi is computed as:
psi = prob(N,w, i, 0, s) (4)
where prob() is a recursive function defined in Algorithm 1.
The input parameters (Line 1) are a set of nodes R which
were still not selected (in the first call in (4), this parameter
is the complete node set N ), the set w of node weights, the
node i whose probability we want to compute, the number z
of already selected nodes (in the first call in (4), this parameter
is z = 0) and the number s of nodes to be selected.
Algorithm 1 Recursive function to compute psi
1: function p = prob(R,w, i, z, s)
2: z ← z + 1
3: WR ←
∑
j∈R wj
4: p← wiWR
5: if z < s then
6: for all j ∈ R\{i} do
7: p← p+ wjWR × prob(R\{j}, w, i, z, s)
8: end for
9: end if
10: return p
III. RMSA ALGORITHMS
Consider a given EON topology defined by graph G =
(N,E) and a given set D of estimated traffic demands. Each
demand d ∈ D can be of either unicast or anycast service type.
In unicast services, each demand is characterized by a pair
of end-nodes (sd, td) and its required bit-rate bd. In anycast
services, a set S of services is provided by a set C ⊂ N of
existing Data Centers (DCs) and each anycast service r ∈ S is
provided by a DC subset Cr ⊆ C. Then, each anycast demand
is characterized by a source node sd, an anycast service rd ∈ S
and a bit-rate bd. In this case, the anycast demand can be
satisfied by any of the DCs in Crd .
The RMSA algorithm determines the way lightpaths are
assigned both in the regular state and in any failure state. To
model the RMSA, we need additional sets and parameters. Set
F = {1, 2, ..., |F |} is the ordered set of Frequency Slots (FSs)
available on each fiber link to be assigned to lightpaths. Set Pd
is the set of candidate paths associated with demand d ∈ D,
ordered from the shortest to the longest optical length.
The optical length of a path is the sum of its link lengths
plus a given length value ∆ per intermediate node (which
models the optical degradation suffered by a lightpath while
traversing an intermediate optical switch). Each p ∈ Pd is
defined by:
• the binary parameters αpe which are equal to 1 if link
e ∈ E is in p, or equal to 0 otherwise;
• the integer parameter np indicating the number of FSs of
the most efficient modulation format whose transmission
range is not lower than the optical length of p.
A. First-Fit RMSA Algorithm
In the First-Fit (FF) RMSA algorithm, each demand d is
routed in the first candidate path with available resources.
Starting from an empty network, this task is conducted for
each demand by some order. Many works assume the order
of the demands given by the input data file. However, the
best results are obtained if we consider first the demands that
require more network resources. For fairness reasons when
comparing the different RMSA algorithms, in this work, we
consider this “more sophisticated” FF approach.
Initially, the set of demands d ∈ D is ordered based on the
properties of the shortest path of its set of candidate paths, i.e.,
the first path in Pd. This order follows the next 3 hierarchical
orders (from the most important to the least important):
1. decreasing order of the number of hops of the optical
shortest path between the source sd and either the des-
tination td (for unicast demands) or the closest DC (for
anycast demands);
2. decreasing order of the demand bit-rate bd;
3. decreasing order of the optical shortest path length be-
tween the source sd and either the destination td (for uni-
cast demands) or the closest DC (for anycast demands).
This ordering strategy was adopted after some preliminary
computational tests. Then, for each d ∈ D (and by this
order), we compute the highest FS f of the lowest set of
np contiguous FSs that can be assigned on the shortest path
p ∈ Pd without overlap with previous assignments. If f ∈ F ,
a lightpath is assigned to demand d on path p and on FSs from
f − np + 1 to f . Otherwise, the process is repeated for the
next shortest path p ∈ Pd until a lightpath can be assigned to
demand d or all paths in Pd have been computed (in the latter
case, the demand is not assigned).
B. Resilient RMSA Algorithms
Recall that the required number of FSs np depends on the
candidate path p ∈ Pd. First, consider for each demand d the
parameter nd with the minimum number of FSs required by
any of its candidate paths p ∈ Pd, i.e., nd = minp∈Pd np.
Consider also Pe as the set of candidate paths of all demands
that include link e ∈ E.
A RMSA algorithm for the regular state of the network
is defined in Algorithm 2, following the general approach
proposed in [2]. In a nutshell, Algorithm 2 is a greedy
algorithm that starts with an empty network (i.e., all FSs are
free in all links) and, iteratively, assigns to a demand d ∈ D,
a lightpath p ∈ Pd and a set of np contiguous FSs.
Algorithm 2 starts by computing the maximum value n
among the nd values of all demands (Line 1) and initializes
set D¯ with all demands such that nd = n (Line 3). Then, for
all candidate paths of all demands in D¯ (Line 6), the algo-
rithm computes the lowest set of np contiguous FSs that can
be assigned without overlapping with previous assignments
(Lines 7–11) and, among all, it selects the one according to a
given best assignment condition (Lines 8–10), explained later.
The selected path and associated set of FSs are used to assign
the lightpath to the corresponding demand (Line 12) and the
demand is removed from set D¯ (Line 13). When D¯ becomes
empty, n is decremented (Line 15) and the algorithm continues
until n reaches 0.
Algorithm 2 Robust RMSA
1: Initialize n← maxd∈D nd
2: while n ≥ 1 do
3: D¯ ← {d ∈ D : nd = n}
4: while D¯ 6= ∅ do
5: f¯ ←∞, l¯←∞, d¯← {}, p¯← {} and a¯← 0
6: for all p ∈ Pd, d ∈ D¯ do
7: f ← highest FS index of the lowest set of np
contiguous FSs that can be assigned on p to d
without overlap with previous assignments
8: if [best assignment condition] then
9: f¯ ← f , p¯← p, d¯← d, l¯← lp and a¯← ap
10: end if
11: end for
12: Assign to demand d¯ a lightpath on the candidate path
p¯ and on the FSs from f¯ − np¯ + 1 to f¯
13: D¯ ← D¯\d¯
14: end while
15: n← n− 1
16: end while
The best assignment condition (Line 8) is the step where
the RMSA can be tuned according to different lightpath
assignment criteria. In [2], a collision metric ce is proposed
for each link e ∈ E given by ce =
∑
d∈D
∑
p∈(Pd∩Pe) np.
Then, each candidate path p ∈ ∪d∈DPd has an associated
path collision length metric lp =
∑
e∈E α
p
ece which is used in
the RMSA when selecting candidate paths.
Here, we investigate how both metrics (the path collision
length and the path disaster availability, as defined in (1))
can be combined to reach a RMSA algorithm which is more
resilient to multiple node failures.
Note that in Lines 5–11 of Algorithm 2, the selected path
p¯ is initialized empty (Line 5) and is updated (Line 9) when
a new best candidate path p is found (Line 8). So, the best
assignment condition in Line 8 is a comparison between the
best path already found p¯ (associated with demand d¯ with the
highest FS f¯ , collision length l¯ and disaster availability a¯) and
the current candidate path p (associated with demand d with
the highest FS f , collision length lp and disaster availability
ap).
To define different best assignment conditions, we consider
3 measures: the best FS (“S”), the best path disaster avail-
ability (“P”) and the best path collision length (“C”). Then,
the following 4 different best assignment conditions were
investigated:
SC: p is better than p¯ if its highest FS is better (f < f¯ ),
or if f = f¯ and its collision length is better (lp < l¯). This
condition represents the strategy proposed in [2] where it is
shown to be more efficient than other RSMA algorithms in
terms of spectrum usage efficiency.
SPC: p is better than p¯ if its highest FS is better (f < f¯ ), or if
f = f¯ and its disaster availability is better (ap > a¯), or if f =
f¯ and ap = a¯ and its collision length is better (lp < l¯). The first
preference is still to assign the lowest spectrum but, as a tie-
breaker, the path disaster availability is used aiming to improve
the resilience to multiple node attacks (the collision length is
only used as a tie-breaker of the path disaster availability).
PSC: p is better than p¯ if its disaster availability is better
(ap > a¯), or ap = a¯ and its highest FS is better (f < f¯ ), or if
ap = a¯ and f = f¯ and its collision length is better (lp < l¯).
Now, the first preference is the path disaster availability even
if p requires higher spectrum than p¯ (i.e., the aim is to improve
the resilience to multiple node attacks at the possible cost of
a lower spectrum usage efficiency).
Mix: it is defined as PSC if f ≤ H , or as SPC if f > H ,
where H is the highest FS already assigned to all previous
lightpaths. It is a combination of the two previous cases: if
the highest FS f of path p does not increase H , the first
preference is to improve the disaster resilience; otherwise, the
first preference is to assign the lowest spectrum.
Algorithm 2 with the SC best assignment condition was
recently used in [15] in the design of EONs resilient to
multiple node failures. Like in here, a restoration mechanism
is considered in [15] where, when a multiple node failure
happens, the non-affected lightpaths remain unchanged and
the affected demands are reassigned as much as possible in the
surviving network. Following [15], we consider for the failure
state (i.e., when multiple nodes fail), a RMSA algorithm
slightly different than the RMSA algorithm used in the regular
state (as presented in Algorithm 2). The algorithm starts with
the FSs occupied by the non-affected lightpaths (i.e., with a
fragmented spectrum occupation). Then, the RMSA considers
the demands in increasing order of their nd values (as opposed
to the decreasing order used in Algorithm 2) as the increasing
order performs better, on average (lightpaths requiring less
number of FSs can better fit in the initial fragmented spec-
trum). Finally, the SC best assignment condition is used as
in a failure state the aim is to reassign as much as possible
the affected demands (spectrum usage efficiency is the most
important aim).
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
The computational results presented in this section are
based on 3 network topologies with public available informa-
tion [16]: Germany50, Cost266 and Janos-US. Table I presents
their topology characteristics in terms of number of nodes |N |
and fiber links |E|, average node degree δ¯, average link length
l¯ and diameter, i.e., the highest length among all shortest paths
adding ∆ per intermediate node (the length ∆ modeling the
degradation suffered by a lightpath on each intermediate node
was set to 60 km). The last column presents the number of DC
nodes considered on each topology. The network topologies
are shown in Fig. 1 with DC node locations (highlighted
in large circles) selected among the nodes with largest node
degree.
TABLE I: Topology characteristics of each network.
Network |N | |E| δ¯ l¯ Diameter |C|
Germany50 50 88 3.52 100.7 1417 11
Cost266 37 57 3.08 438.1 4574 9
Janos-US 26 42 3.23 600.6 5094 7
Fig. 1: Network topologies.
The candidate paths associated to each demand were com-
puted with a k-shortest path algorithm considering k = 5 in
all cases. For anycast demands, we have considered 5 shortest
paths between the source node and each DC node of its anycast
service, and then excluded the paths that have DC nodes of
the same service as intermediate nodes.
For each fiber, we have considered a capacity of |F | =
320 FSs which corresponds to a spectral grid of granularity
12.5 GHz. The number of FSs np required by each candidate
path p ∈ Pd of each demand d was computed as follows.
Based on the distance-adaptive transmission (DAT) rule, we
first select the highest bit-rate MF whose transmission reach
is not lower than the optical length of p (the assumptions
are that transceivers support polarization division multiplexing,
operate at a fixed baud rate of 28 Gbaud, and transmit/receive
on an optical channel occupying 37.5 GHz). If the bit-rate
bd of demand d is not higher than the selected MF bit-rate,
one single transceiver is required. Otherwise, multiple optical
channels (each one used by one transceiver with the previous
selected MF) are grouped in a single spectral super-channel
(SCh). We assume that lightpaths require a 12.5 GHz guard-
band. So, the required number of contiguous FSs is nd = 3t+
1, where t denotes the minimum number of transceivers with a
total bit-rate not lower than bd. The transmission reach and bit-
rate of all considered MFs are presented in Table II (transceiver
model based on [17] and transmission reaches based on [18]).
TABLE II: Transmission reach and bit-rate of each MF.
Modulation Format (MF) BPSK QPSK 8-QAM 16-QAM
Transmission reach (km) 6300 3500 1200 600
Bit-rate (Gbps) 50 100 150 200
Concerning the estimated demand set D, we have consid-
ered 5 sets for each topology with an increasing amount of
traffic where each set considers the traffic equally divided into
unicast and anycast traffic.
Regarding the unicast traffic, each unicast demand d ∈ D
has its end-nodes (sd, td) randomly generated without re-
placement (with a uniform distribution among all nodes) and
its bit-rate bd (in Gbps) randomly generated with a uniform
distribution in the set {50, 100, 150, 200}.
Regarding the anycast traffic, a set of five anycast services
(|S| = 5) is considered in all cases and each service r ∈ S
is served by five randomly selected DCs from C (i.e., the
DC subset Cr of anycast service r ∈ S is randomly selected
with a uniform distribution from the set of all DC nodes C).
Then, each anycast demand d ∈ D has its source node sd
randomly generated with a uniform distribution among all
nodes, its anycast service rd ∈ S randomly generated with
a uniform distribution between all services and its bit-rate bd
(in Gbps) randomly generated with a uniform distribution in
the set {50k : k ∈ N, 1 ≤ k ≤ 20} = {50, 100, ..., 1000}.
The sd and rd values are generated without repetition (i.e.,
we guarantee at most one demand from each source node sd
to each anycast service r ∈ S).
Concerning the multiple node attacks, we have considered
that the number of attacked nodes s is between sm = 2 and
sM = 6 (we have excluded s = 1 since typical topologies are
already resilient to single node failures). Moreover, the node
weights (defining the probability of the nodes being discovered
by the attacker), were assumed to be wi = 5 for the DC nodes
(set C) and wi = 1 for all other nodes (set N\C).
Recall that the aim is to determine the trade-off between
spectrum usage efficiency and resiliency to multiple node
failures among the different RMSA algorithms. Note that all
RMSA algorithms described in section III assign lightpaths
in the lowest possible spectrum available in the routing path
selected to each demand. So, the spectrum usage efficiency
can be evaluated by the highest FS allocated at the end of the
algorithm and a better algorithm is one whose highest allocated
FS is lower.
Table III presents the highest allocated FS obtained by each
RMSA algorithm on each problem instance in the regular
state (T is the total bit-rate, in Tbps, of the instance, i.e.,
T =
∑
d∈D bd). The lowest value among all algorithms is
highlighted in bold for each problem instance and the absence
of a value means that the RMSA algorithm was not able to
assign lightpaths to all demands.
TABLE III: Highest FS allocated by each RMSA method.
Network T (Tbps) FF SC SPC PSC Mix
Germany50
20 90 62 65 108 72
45 177 119 113 199 146
70 282 172 179 318 235
95 320 227 221 – 304
135 – 320 319 – –
Cost266
15 122 65 64 91 83
30 218 138 133 199 171
45 275 181 185 258 238
60 320 250 251 – 292
80 – 300 310 – –
Janos-US
15 113 73 76 89 80
30 226 155 156 191 175
45 317 211 214 276 258
55 – 254 248 – 299
65 – 294 288 – –
Table III results show that, concerning spectrum usage
efficiency, both SC and SPC based RMSA algorithms present
very similar results and are much more efficient than the
others. This is a direct consequence of both using the highest
FS as the first measure in the best assignment condition.
The PSC based RMSA strongly penalizes the spectrum usage
efficiency (even worst than FF in the Germany50) while the
Mix (being a combination of the SPC and PSC) presents
intermediate penalty results.
In order to assess the resilience of each RMSA algorithm to
multiple node attacks, we have generated 500 random attacks
for each problem instance (after some preliminary testing, this
value was shown to be good enough as larger values do not
significantly change the average results).
Each attack was implemented as follows. First, the number
of attacked nodes s is randomly generated in {sm, ..., sM}
with probabilities proportional to 1/s. Then, s network nodes
are randomly sampled without repetition with probabilities
proportional to the weights wi. For each attack, we run the
RMSA algorithm variant for the failure state and we compute
the total non-disrupted demand (the sum of the demands whose
lightpaths were not disrupted) and the total surviving demand
(the sum of the demands whose lightpaths were not disrupted
plus the sum of the demands that were assigned with new
lightpaths). Finally, the resiliency of each RSMA algorithm
is evaluated by 2 parameters: the Average Non-Disrupted
Demand (the average bit-rate percentage that is not disrupted
among all 500 attacks) and the Average Surviving Demand
(the average bit-rate percentage that is supported after the
attack among all 500 attacks).
Table IV presents the average results of the resilience evalu-
ation of each RSMA algorithm on each problem instance (once
again, best values among all RMSA algorithms highlighted in
bold for each problem instance).
First, note that when multiple nodes are shut down, there are
some demands that cannot survive whatever RMSA is adopted.
The obvious ones are the demands such that at least one of
its end-nodes is a shutdown node. Then, in multiple node
shutdowns that separate the network in different components:
(i) unicast demands with end-nodes in different components
cannot survive and (ii) anycast demands whose source node
is in a network component without any of the DC nodes of
its anycast service also cannot survive. So, on each random
attack, the total demand that can survive is also computed
and both evaluation parameters are determined as percentages
of this total survivable demand. The last column “Survivable
Demand” of Table IV presents the average total bit-rate that
can survive among all 500 random attacks.
Regarding the Average Non-Disrupted Demand, the best
results are provided, on average, by the PSC based RMSA
(i.e., using the path disaster availability metric as the first
measure in the best assignment condition). However, due to
its low spectrum usage efficiency (already seen in the results
of Table III), it can be used in practice only for light to
medium loaded EONs. The Mix based RMSA is, on average,
the second best algorithm and, as it can accommodate more
total traffic demand, it becomes the best algorithm for the
demand sets D that cannot be accommodated by the previous
PSC based RMSA. Finally, for the demand sets D with the
highest traffic, the SPC based RMSA provides the best results
although closely followed by the SC based RMSA. Note that
there is no case where either the FF or the SC based RMSA
algorithms are better than all RMSA algorithms using the path
disaster availability metric.
Regarding the Average Surviving Demand, all RSMA algo-
rithms present similar results for the demand sets D of lower
traffic (in fact, for the smallest traffic values considered in each
topology, all RMSA algorithms were able to maintain 100%
of all survivable demand). When the total demand becomes
higher, then the SPC based RMSA becomes the best, on
average, although closely followed by the SC based RMSA.
Again, there is no case where the FF RMSA is better than all
other algorithms.
Finally, it should be pointed out that, for a given prob-
lem instance, the percentage difference across all RMSA
algorithms is never higher than 3% in Table IV. The next
tables show the resilient evaluation of the different RMSA
algorithms in a different way by presenting the number (in
percentage) of the 500 random attacks such that each RMSA
algorithm (excluding the FF based RMSA) has provided the
best resiliency value. Table V presents the results for the
Average Non-Disrupted Demand while Table VI presents the
results for the Average Surviving Demand. In both cases, when
a best value is given by multiple algorithms, it is accounted
in the percentage of all of them (once again, best values
highlighted in bold).
Regarding the Average Non-Disrupted Demand, the results
in Table V highlight the conclusions taken from Table IV. For
the three lowest traffic instances of all topologies, the PSC
based RMSA is the best algorithm on 52.3% of the attacks
(among 4 algorithms); then, for the fourth traffic instance of all
topologies, the Mix based RMSA becomes the best algorithm
on 73.1% of the attacks (among 3 algorithms); finally, for
the highest traffic instance of all topologies, the SPC based
RMSA is the best algorithm on 66.1% of the attacks (among
2 algorithms).
Regarding the Average Surviving Demand, again the results
in Table VI confirm the conclusions taken from Table IV.
For the lowest traffic instance of each topology, all RSMA
algorithms were able to maintain 100% of all demand that
can survive. For the problem instances with growing traffic
demand, the SPC based RMSA becomes the best, on average,
and the SC based RMSA becomes the second best algorithm.
In the overall, the trade-off analysis between spectrum usage
efficiency (Table III) and resiliency to multiple node failures
(Tables IV, V and VI) among the different RMSA algorithms
is as follows. First, the FF RMSA is worst than all other
algorithms, on average, as it is one of the algorithms with the
lowest spectrum usage efficiency and, for all cases, it never
provides the best resilience to multiple node failures. This
comes without surprise, although we have adopted a “more
sophisticated” variant, as described in Section III.
Then, comparing the RMSA algorithms using the disaster
path availability metric (SPC, PSC and Mix) with the previ-
ously known SC based RMSA, we can conclude that the 3
alternatives provide 3 different trade-offs. The PSC alternative
provides significant better resiliency at the cost of a signifi-
cantly lower spectrum usage efficiency. The SPC alternative
provides slightly better resiliency with the same spectrum
usage efficiency. Finally, the Mix alternative is a trade-off
between the two previous ones providing an intermediate level
of resiliency gain at the cost of an intermediate penalty of
spectrum usage efficiency.
As a consequence, the best RMSA algorithm depends on
the traffic load of the EON. For lightly loaded networks, since
spectrum resources are abundant, the PSC based RMSA is
the best alternative as an higher percentage of non-disrupted
demand can be provided. For medium loaded networks, the
Mix based RMSA is the best alternative for the cases such that
TABLE IV: Resilience evaluation results.
N. T
Average Non-Disrupted Demand (%) Average Surviving Demand (%)
Survivable DemandFF SC SPC PSC Mix FF SC SPC PSC Mix
G
er
m
an
y5
0 20 75.444 74.503 75.884 77.491 76.827 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 18.2
45 76.520 75.149 75.867 78.230 77.320 99.694 99.790 99.794 99.751 99.780 40.7
70 76.193 73.953 75.134 78.014 77.324 97.776 98.626 98.608 97.696 98.374 63.4
95 75.360 74.217 75.273 – 76.895 93.972 95.614 95.807 – 94.344 85.9
135 – 73.847 74.689 – – – 87.118 87.205 – – 121.9
C
os
t2
66
15 71.751 72.998 73.309 73.829 74.032 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 12.6
30 71.135 71.335 71.361 73.494 73.180 97.657 97.778 97.758 97.568 97.690 25.3
45 71.780 72.359 71.229 73.801 73.690 94.264 95.035 94.958 94.447 94.530 38.1
60 71.193 71.520 71.695 – 72.984 89.430 89.684 90.161 – 89.279 50.9
80 – 71.696 71.903 – – – 84.925 85.063 – – 67.8
Ja
no
s-
U
S
15 72.650 72.034 72.862 73.945 73.452 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 11.6
30 70.973 69.104 69.611 71.929 71.187 98.538 98.650 98.516 98.346 98.496 23.3
45 70.517 68.928 68.797 71.562 71.106 91.457 91.488 91.726 91.318 91.125 35.1
55 – 68.988 69.376 – 71.183 – 88.086 88.668 – 88.011 43.0
65 – 68.444 69.458 – – – 84.613 85.306 – – 50.5
TABLE V: Percentage no. of attacks such that each RMSA
provides the best Average Non-Disrupted Demand value.
Network T SC SPC PSC Mix
Germany50
20 22.8 13.0 56.6 17.0
45 11.0 10.6 54.4 27.4
70 10.4 2.8 57.2 31.6
95 13.8 6.0 – 81.0
135 27.4 73.4 – –
Cost266
15 17.8 23.8 43.6 32.8
30 26.4 9.2 49.2 22.8
45 28.2 7.6 43.0 23.8
60 25.6 11.0 – 65.4
80 48.2 52.8 – –
Janos-US
15 27.0 9.6 54.0 24.8
30 7.6 20.0 53.8 26.6
45 11.0 5.2 58.6 34.8
55 18.4 13.0 – 72.8
65 30.0 72.2 – –
the previous algorithm cannot accommodate all the traffic. For
heavily loaded networks, the SPC based RMSA is still better
than the previous known SC based RMSA as it has the same
spectrum usage efficiency and it is better (at least slightly)
in both the non-disrupted demand percentage and surviving
demand percentage.
Table VII presents the total running time, in seconds, of
the k-shortest paths algorithm (column “k-SP”), which is
common to all algorithms, and of each RSMA algorithm on the
highest demand problem instance of each network such that
the algorithm has accommodated all the traffic (i.e, the RMSA
algorithm was able to assign lightpaths to all demands). For
each algorithm, the total running time is the sum of its runtime
with the k-shortest paths algorithm runtime.
Table VII shows that the pre-computation of the set of candi-
date paths for all demands is much more time-consuming than
the RMSA itself. Moreover, because the FF strategy requires
TABLE VI: Percentage no. of attacks such that each RMSA
provides the best Average Surviving Demand value.
Network T SC SPC PSC Mix
Germany50
20 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
45 98.2 98.0 96.2 97.0
70 89.8 87.2 58.6 75.8
95 64.0 74.8 – 21.4
135 27.4 73.4 – –
Cost266
15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
30 89.0 89.0 82.6 86.2
45 78.4 73.2 58.2 59.4
60 46.4 58.2 – 27.4
80 52.0 54.0 – –
Janos-US
15 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
30 93.4 90.4 83.6 86.2
45 51.0 61.0 45.6 37.4
55 40.6 65.4 – 33.4
65 40.4 73.2 – –
TABLE VII: Running time (in seconds) of each RMSA
algorithm in the regular state.
Network T k-SP FF SC SPC PSC Mix
Germany50 70 14.7 1.2 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.9
Cost266 45 4.9 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3
Janos-US 45 1.7 0.5 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
ordering the set of demands, it presents a higher runtime than
all other RMSA algorithms. Finally, and more importantly, the
disaster path availability metric does not impose any runtime
penalty in the RMSA decision, when compared with the
previously known SC based RMSA algorithm.
Finally, Table VIII presents the average running time per
attack (among all 500 attacks), in seconds, of each RSMA
algorithm on the same problem instances used in the previous
table. In this case, the values include the computation of the
k-shortest paths for all demands with disrupted lightpaths as
these demand sets vary between the different cases.
TABLE VIII: Average running time (in seconds) of each
RMSA algorithm per attack.
Network T FF SC SPC PSC Mix
Germany50 70 4.237 4.644 4.361 3.958 3.991
Cost266 45 1.598 1.624 1.645 1.527 1.538
Janos-US 45 0.548 0.568 0.572 0.531 0.537
Table VIII shows that the running times are very similar
among all algorithms but the RMSA algorithms that prioritize
the path disaster availability metric (PSC and Mix) are slightly
faster, on average, than the others. Since these algorithms
provide better average non-disrupted demand, the total num-
ber of demands whose lightpaths are disrupted is lower, on
average, and so these RMSA algorithms have a lower number
of demands for lightpath reassignment.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have proposed a family of RMSA algo-
rithms resilient to multiple node failures due to malicious
human activities. First, we have assumed that an attacker
“discovers” with some estimated probabilities a set of nodes to
be attacked and we have proposed a path disaster availability
metric that measures the probability of each path not being
affected by the attacked nodes. Then, the path disaster avail-
ability metric was included in the RMSA decision in three
different alternative ways (SPC, PSC and Mix).
The resulting algorithms were compared with the simplest
first-fit algorithm and with a previously known RMSA al-
gorithm in terms of spectrum usage efficiency, average non-
disrupted demand and the average surviving demand.
The results have shown that the RMSA decision is always
better when the disaster path availability metric is included
but the best algorithm depends on the traffic load of the
EON. For lightly loaded networks, the PSC based RMSA is
the best alternative as an higher percentage of non-disrupted
demand can be provided. For medium loaded networks, the
Mix based RMSA is the best alternative for the cases such
that the previous algorithm cannot accommodate all the traffic.
For heavily loaded networks, the SPC based RMSA is still
better than the previous known algorithm as it has the same
spectrum usage efficiency and it is better (at least slightly)
in both the non-disrupted demand percentage and surviving
demand percentage.
Finally, the computational results have also shown that the
use of the disaster path availability metric in the RMSA
decision does not impose any runtime penalty in any of the 3
proposed alternatives.
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